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Purpose: For many students, research 

opportunities can be elusive.  Our goal was to 

make these opportunities more equitable by 

enlightening STEM students to the benefits of 

undergraduate research while celebrating the 

accomplishments of the faculty involved.  To do 

this, we created the first edition of the STEM 

Research at CLU Newsletter.  Our newsletter 

provides a starting point for students who may 

be unaware that research opportunities exist. 

We include articles about professors in various 

fields including various STEM disciplines, 

communications, sociology and the CLU 

Psychology Masters program. This newsletter 

provides students with a point of reference for 

which professors conduct research and the 

nature of that research.   
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Purpose: Organic chemistry is often referred to 

as a “barrier subject”.  This stigma often bars 

students from pursuing degrees in fields such 

as chemistry and biology which require a year 

of organic chemistry as part of the curriculum. 

To assist these students, we are creating a 

supplemental textbook that includes additional 

practice problems and real-life applications. The 

reactions are being collected from published 

papers which allow for accurate reaction 

conditions such as the time, temperature and % 

yield. Additional facts about the reactions are 

included to assist in reinforcing comprehension. 

The context our book provides helps students 

understand why the reaction mechanism is 

important, rather than providing another task 

with a purpose that is not fully understood.

Methods: Using the CLU directory 

and OURCS database we compiled 

a list of CLU faculty involved with 

research.  This info was used to 

contact professors and invite them 

to a Zoom interview where we went 

over the information included in the 

forms pictured above.  This 

information was used to write the 

articles which were sent to the 

interviewee and my mentor for 

approval before being added to the 

newsletter.  The newsletter is 

currently in formatting stage and is 

almost ready to be published.

Methods: Chapters containing 

desired reactions were reviewed and 

familiarity with the SciFinder®

database and Chemdraw® software 

commenced in preparation for article 

review.  Data from articles 

containing the desired reactions was 

recorded using the forms pictured 

above.  Focus was put on finding 

articles with specific reaction 

conditions such as temperature, 

time, % yield and interesting facts 

about the reaction. These forms 

were submitted for approval and 

discussed during weekly meetings

Newsletter: An equitable opportunity for 

undergraduate research is elusive to many 

students because these highly sought-after 

positions are limited and not widely promoted.  

Our goal was to increase awareness of these 

opportunities through the creation of the STEM 

Research at CLU newsletter.  The first edition of 

this newsletter will contain articles celebrating 

the work that research driven CLU faculty have 

completed, which is intended to give students a 

starting point for their research aspirations. With 

the increase of awareness research positions 

will become more competitive allowing for a 

stronger pool of research candidates.

Textbook: Organic chemistry is notoriously 

difficult subject for some students to adequately 

comprehend.  To assist these students, a 

supplemental textbook is being developed.  This 

textbook will contain practice problems and 

show practical applications of common organic 

chemistry reactions. Our goal is to add context 

to these reactions by including specific 

information about how the synthesized products 

are useful. By including interesting facts about 

each reaction, we hope to reinforce the student’s 

knowledge and comprehension.

These articles are samples and do not reflect the final product.  We are currently in the 

process of formatting all the articles for publication and these were early drafts created 

solely for presentation purposes.
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● The first edition of the STEM Research at 

CLU newsletter is expected to be published 

by then end of Fall semester 2020

● The newsletter is expected to be an annual 

summer project

● Future editions will be expanded to include 

articles featuring current and former 

students with a focus on the student’s 

experiences in undergraduate research and 

how it has affected them

● My involvement with the Organic Chemistry 

textbook is expected to conclude upon my 

graduation in Spring 2020, but the Organic 

Chemistry Textbook is a long-term project 

that will feature multiple cohorts of authors 

continuing my work.

● Publish date for the textbook is expected to 

be Spring 2021


